Senate passes resolution condemning parietal shift

By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

A resolution that expressed the Student Senate's dissatisfaction with the Office of Student Affairs directive was passed by the senate last night. Senator Chris Ahod informed the senate of a directive that prohibits social clubs from holding parietals beginning Friday Dec. 13, and changes parietals, which usually begin at 2 a.m., to midnight on that Friday and Saturday.

The resolution states, "The Student Senate strongly disagrees with the Office of Student Affairs and social club parietals during the weekend of December 15th issued by the Office of Student Affairs. "The types of regulations would be better left to the Hall Council and Hall Staff of individual dormitories. We don't believe restricting the time parietals start is necessary on a parietals, which usually begin at 2 a.m., to midnight on that Friday and Saturday.

A copy of the resolution will be sent to Father David Tyson, vice president for student affairs.

The senate also began the groundwork for a committee that will restructure student government. Student Body Vice President Duane Lawrence began the discussion by suggesting the committee consist of no more than five people. We believe restricting the time parietals start is necessary on a particular on the evening of Friday the 15th, will have a significant effect on those studying three days before semester exams.

The Joys of Winter

These Club residents use a team effort to overcome the snow that buried northern Club and southern Idaho on Sunday. Two feet or more of snow was reported in many valley locations, and more than three feet fell in some mountain localities.

Academic honesty survey given to students

By LAURA S. GRONEK
Staff Reporter

An Academic Honesty Survey was distributed Thursday to on-campus students by the newly-formed Honesty Committee to determine whether or not students view cheating as a serious problem at Notre Dame.

The committee, composed of five faculty and four student members, recently was approved by the Academic Council to evaluate academic honesty on campus through dialogue with faculty and students, and through a look at the honor codes of other schools.

The surveys are an attempt to determine the nature and extent of academic dishonesty on campus," said Professor David Ricchiute, associate professor of accounting and member of the committee.

Questions in the one-page survey asked students to identify themselves by class and by college of study. Earl Baker, a senior engineering major and student member of the Honesty Committee, anticipates this information to show a "strong correlation existing between the college a student is in and the degree of cheating perceived."

Subsequent questions asked students to indicate the prevalence of different types of cheating (copying, cheating, stealing notebooks, etc.) as well as conditions which they believe contribute to academic dishonesty, such as large classes or poorly proctored exams.

The survey went on to solicit opinion on the current procedure for handling academic dishonesty, whereby students are reported to the departmental honesty committee and then to the dean of their college.

"It's important to get the results in before finals," said Ricchiute. "We'd like to be able to compile the information over Christmas Break. If found to be a significant problem, the committee then will do further studies on the issue of academic dishonesty and present their findings and proposals for policy change to the Academic Council meeting in April.

"We wanted every student to have a chance to take part in this," said Armour.

But most Notre Dame students do not see it that way. "I didn't realize there was a committee," said one senior.

"There are always complaints about a lack of student input," said Armour. "The students have a right to look into the operation of the committee. "Here's a great chance for students to say where the problem is, if there is one."

Traffic signal to be placed along U.S. 31

By SHANNON OAKES
Staff Reporter

A traffic signal will be installed at the intersection of U.S. 31 and Douglas Roads and yellow flashing caution lights will be attached to permanent signs at the same site as the result of a letter to the Indiana Road Department.

The letter was written by Indiana's Director of Security Richard Chlebek, expressing concern for the safety of the students who cross the intersection of U.S. 31 and the college entrance.

"They (Indiana) have completed their investigation of the accident on U.S. 31," Chlebek said.

One LaPorte office recommended that an automatic traffic signal be installed at the intersection of U.S. 31 because of the amount of traffic at the north entrance of Saint Mary's. see SIGNAL, page 4

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series examining Accuracy in Academia, a conservative group whose aim is to employ the help of students in eliminating professors' biases from college classrooms. Today's story focuses on Notre Dame's reaction to the organization.

By MARK PANKOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

Assistant Dean Catherine Flanagan said the group "seeks to have a voice on campus as their name indicates." She said the group had been on campus "a year or two," and that "they consider themselves professors in the department of government."

"(The AIA) is something that cannot be a plus for good teaching in this country because I think the group is not as balanced," said Mairaining, an assistant professor in the department of government. "If the issue was really one of accuracy, you would expect logically for it to be concerned with people who are biased on the left and biased on the right," he said. "But that's not the case."

"In order to achieve its goal of eliminating bias from college classes, the AIA relies on students to contact the organization with their complaints about professors. Whether the Washington-based group will achieve its goal at Notre Dame remains in question, however. Of ten students contacted earlier in the week, only three of them had ever heard of the organization. Of those three, only one student, Jim Adrian, the chairman of Notre Dame's College Republicans, said he would be reluctant to discuss his opinions of the group. He was the only student who knew what the AIA was."

"If I felt everything I said was being dismissed as lip service, or that I couldn't speak my views, I would call the AIA," he said. "But I think really the best spot to bring it up is in the classroom."

The other two students who were familiar with the AIA both said they were opposed to the group.

One of those students, Brian McLain, said the AIA "hasn't done anything in the classroom. "The students have chosen to take the class," McLain said. "And I'm not sure if the economics major."

"It (the class) is going to have to be subject to the professor's opinion and he has the right to go in there and teach the class," he said, adding, "He's obviously qualified if the University is going to pay him to do that."

Despite the apparent lack of support from Notre Dame students, several professors and administrators said the group represents a threat to academic freedom.

'If you were to ask any faculty member of the group, they'd say I'm the most cherished right, they'd say it's the right of academic freedom,' said Professor David Ricchiute, one of the leaders of the College of Arts and Letters.

"But if you have a situation where you're afraid to challenge students that fear is as much a violation of academic freedom as the more traditional fears," he said.

"One of the primary concerns expressed by professors and administrators is that faculty members might be reluctant to discuss their views in class out of fear of being interested in the AIA."

"One of the problems of the AIA, especially for the junior faculty who don't have tenure, is that it can stifle the way people express themselves," Mairaining said.

Accuracy in Academia
Weather
Precipitation • but no one knows whether it will be rain, snow or something in between. An 80 percent chance of snow or rain today and tonight. High in the upper 30s. Low in the middle 30s. A 60 percent chance of rain or snow tomorrow. High in the middle to upper 30s. A 20 percent chance of snow in the mountains.

The Observer

CIA recruiting protests are picking up steam around the country. At two schools, the University of Michigan and the University of Wisconsin, students are charging police with unprovoked violence. Some Michigan students, arrested at a sit-in, said they were drugged by their hair and beaten by Ann Arbor police. Wisconsin students said campus police charged, without warning, protesters using a megaphone to address students waiting for CIA interviews. - The Observer

The co-founders of the doctors' organization that won this year's Nobel Peace Prize joined in emergency treatment to help a Soviet journalist who suffered a heart attack at their news conference yesterday. "You have witnessed a tragic event," Dr. Yevgeny Chazov of the Soviet Union told reporters after more than half an hour of heart massage and other rescue efforts on the floor of a hotel conference room. He and Dr. Bernard Lown, American co-founder of International Physicians for Prevention of Nuclear War, are heart specialists. Officials at Ohio's Children's Hospital said the journalist, Lev Novikov of Soviet television, was alive and "the situation is now stable." - AP

Of Interest
Shenanigans, Notre Dame's singing and dancing ensemble will perform its Christmas concert tonight at 8 in Washington Hall - The Observer

Price Waterhouse senior partner Joseph Conner will discuss key issues of the Dingell Committee Hearings today at 4:30 p.m. in Room 122 of Hayes-Healy. The discussion is sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi and the Notre Dame Accounting Association. All students are encouraged to attend - The Observer

Noontalk, featuring Stephen Sprio, chief curator of the Snite Museum of Art on the topic of French Master Drawings, will take place today from 12:10 to 12:55 in the Print, Drawing and Photography Gallery of the Snite Museum of Art. Admission is free. - The Observer

Coverage of bad news is optimistic

What is news, and what is not? The pages of America's newspapers, the nightly and round-the-clock broadcast on the television and the emphasis in the multitude of magazines mirror a restless world often at war with itself.

Again and again, news rises out of the ashes of the human struggle for land, power and, above all, wealth. The wrestling for such vices produces a plethora of news.

The job, meaning the responsibility and the duty, of journalists calls upon them to inform their fellow creatures of this struggle, with its winners and losers, its shaken and shattered, its dominant and determined.

The news mostly reflects the constant battle taking place in our neighborhoods, our societies and our world. To many, the news means the negative, the tragic and the sad noted forever in the records of our race.

The news, though, is the significant and the exception, not the rule. According to Bogart said, "When a dog bites a man, that is not news, because it happens so often. But if a man bites a dog, that is news."

So I suggest negative news may not be a Pandora's box in print, but rather a sign for optimism. As long as wars, hijackings, murders, robberies and other vices make the news, then they remain the exception.

If, because of increased frequency of such stories, we never longer cover these events, then the days of the human struggle are numbered. We will lose all, and so lose.

For now, more people are at peace, than at war; more are fed, than famished; more love, than hate.

If one reads between the lines, the ultimate irony may well be: bad news is really good news.

The small acts of kindness, the bonds which tie families and friends, the joys of work and play, the continued expansion of science and medicine never lose their shine. These are the silent treatments of the good in men and of their civilizations.

Further, the rosy tale of the tragi...
The Hanism," Saint There will be two other information and the group partakes in several assistant selection process this year for next year's resident assistants. This interview involves that resident assistants face. group session interview on Feb. 16. applicant receives a packet which knows this fact well.

Not everyone is cut out to be a resident assistant. "The application and three references. After the applications are sent in, we go into the selection process," said Glore.

In coming to work for DH&S was a decision I felt good about, right from the start. The growth opportunities, exposure to a lot of different business environments: all outstanding, better than my original expectations. At DH&S we have always been strong on the quality of our people. And concerning good people you expect your best, you look for every opportunity to give it.

On top of that, DH&S has always been in the forefront of technical changes within the profession—sampling techniques, new computer modeling. But most important, we've recognized that the whole accounting profession is a changing environment.
Study stacks

Looking for a book? Well it might be found among these stacks on the second floor of the library. Students will face many formidable stacks of books like these as they head into finals week.

Senate continued from page 1

a committee. "When we come back in January we will have at most a month. There's no way a committee can draft something, bring it before the senate, and then have it approved by the senate and (Holl President's Council) in a month," he said. Calum said senate members should think about reestablishing over Christmas break and then dis-
cuss at the senate's first meeting next semester. "I think what we should do is have a committee get an idea for the first week back and put it before the senate so we can start hash-
ing it out." Elections for next year's student government must take place by March 9.

Off-campus Senator Jim Hagan described with Calum. "Wouldn't it be quicker to have a small, streamlined structure get it out of the way and then bash it out in the senate?" Hagan asked.

The senate eventually decided on a seven-person committee with faculty, administrative and student input.

In other senate business, a resolution that would have changed the structure of the student governmental budget committee was defeated. The resolution would have added the student body president and senior class president to the com-

committee, while eliminating the off-
campus senator.

Chlebek was referring to the early morning hit-and-run accident on U.S. 31 on Sept. 7 which left Notre Dame freshman Kevin Hurley with serious head and internal injuries.

Chlebek's request for a strobe light at U.S. 31 and the entrance to Saint Mary's was denied because the road department does not believe the intersection is sufficiently dangerous. His request for additional lighting, along U.S. 31 also was denied. The lighting along the main entrance of the college and at U.S. 31 and Douglas was seen to be ade-
quate by the road department.

Chlebek said he is happy with the seven-man committee with an understanding that, with prices likely to fall anyway, their best al-
ternative was to use price competi-
tion to stop the costly decline in their share of world oil sales.
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A very mixed bag collection of some very interesting and hilarious stories. I love the way you write, but I think it's a bit too much for me at times. Perhaps I should try to read it more slowly and appreciate the humor in the stories. Thank you for sharing your writing with us.
The best Christmas gift is given out of love

When we are children, our parents, under the guise of Santa Claus, give us wonderful gifts. On Christmas Day we wait expectantly to unwrap the brightly wrapped gifts. Most of us think that we, the receivers, were the beneficiaries; we were the ones who were better off.

Similarly, when we give gifts, whether it be those gifts we have made or those acquired by us, we should be struck by the awesomeness of it all. One cannot help but be overwhelmed with the thought of the family, the friends, the neighbors, the community and the world who are appreciative of the gift that we have made or received. The impact event on land is marked by a pronounced drop in the diversity of many animal groups.

Field work, I have concentrated my efforts in studying the changes on land during this critical period of time. In a reasonably short period of time there is a rapid diversification of mammalian species. It appears as though some perceive our present as being less than our past, but during the long period of coexistence with the dinosaurs this has been sublimely true. We find that the dinosaurs were still present in some numbers in the same environments. We do not know what this period was, but we can certainly see its effects in the fossil record.

It is a well-known phenomenon that children often tend to choose professions similar to (and perhaps the same as) their parents'. But if you were to talk to a doctor she provides the role model for a student desiring to pursue a medical career. Some may even help out in their father's business during Christmas time or summers (stocking shelves, driving a truck, etc.) and decide to pursue the study of business in their undergraduate years.

Keith Rigg's father was a geologist, in fact, chairman and professor of Geography at Brigham Young University. He learned the business first hand and in-depth from his dad, and his father's love for geology and his blindness, since age seven was his father's "eyes." His hobbies include identifying rocks, minerals, fossils, land forms and so on.

Now he is at work, completing his Ph.D. in geology at Columbia University and ac­cumulating knowledge. He serves as the head of the Department of the Interior (Bureau of Land Management) in New Mexico, he became to know for his Ph.D. dissertation, "Principles of Geology." His recent discoveries of dinosaur fossils in the Hell Creek Forma­tion of eastern Montana have created a sensation in geological circles.

Professor John Kozak is assistant dean of the College of Science and instructor in the course, Concepts of Modern Science.)

I have been investigating the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary and the phenomenal biological changes that are associated with this boundary. The Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary is one of the more pronounced in the geologic record and across it many changes occur. Dinosaurs, ammonites cephalapods, reddish clams and a number of marine invertebrates become extinct at or near the boundary. New forms evolve rapidly and are soon abundant. The new forms give rise to most of the groups of organisms that populate today's earth. It is therefore most important for us to help us in col­lumstances surrounding their roots and the processes governing their diversification.

I have concentrated my efforts in studying the changes on land during this critical period of time. In a reasonably short period of time there is a rapid diversification of mammalian species. It appears as though some perceive our present as being less than our past, but during the long period of coexistence with the dinosaurs this has been sublimely true. We find that the dinosaurs were still present in some numbers in the same environments. We do not know what this period was, but we can certainly see its effects in the fossil record.

When we love others, we realize that our material gifts, whatever they might be, are in some sense extensions of the giver; the other deserves so much more. This is why young lovers shower those beloved with the best and most expensive gifts, always wishing to give the beloved more.

When we give our gifts at Christmas, and when we give our time or money to various good causes, we should do so with true humility, knowing that our material gifts themselves are meager. But we should not be downsized, for if we truly give, we also give our love. We give as Christ gives - we give knowing that it is truly better to give than to receive.

Merry Christmas.

Steve Safranek is a second-year law stu­dent and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

Quote of the day

"When a man points a finger at someone else, he should remember that three of his fingers are pointed at himself."

Anonymous
Boycott of Campbells may help farm workers

John Steinbeck brought the plight of the migrant farm worker to the attention of the nation with "The Grapes of Wrath." Years later, Cesar Chavez and California migrant workers continued the battle in a boycott of lettuce. In both of these instances, the concern and sympathy of the public was elicited.

Middle-class America was outraged that in this land of opportunity so many were being denied the chance to better their condition. The advent of automation, the migrant laborers earned subminimum wages and lived in substandard housing. There was a case that ran contrary to the American Dream. Completely marginalized, the migrant farm worker would never be able to pull himself up by his bootstraps. Americans called for change. There was momentum and there was hope. Americans would not allow the exploitation of other Americans to continue.

Patrick Markley

Unfortunately, time was lost. Americans forgot about "The Grapes of Wrath" and the Chavez movement. The plight of the farm worker left the realm of middle-American concern. The Depression and World War II distracted us, and our memory of Steinbeck's migrant grew dimmer and dimmer. Later, at the time of the lettuce boycott, our preoccupations were with Watergate and the end of the Vietnam War. Probably, we were not thinking about the social conditions of the migrant.

American interest in the problem was waned. Unfortunately, there were no conditions under which the migrant had to work and live that did not relating to the environment and character of the work, nor the quality of housing. The international community was too preoccupied with Vietnam War and other issues, to think about the social conditions of the migrant.

Patrick Markley is a senior government major at Notre Dame and a member of the FLOC support group.

Way to solve problems is not by using force

But there is something about all this that really bothers me. Why have we been dealing with violence and anti-Soviet themes become so popular? What has caused society to change from one where we desire to work out differences in a rational manner to one where we say, "Let's end in Rajasthan."

For the most part, we claim to be a civilized society. But are we really civilized after all, we kill one another, we threaten one another. Do (or should) civilized people act like this? And, who has tried to get society away from that kind of thinking? "Rocky IV" has met with opposition. For one thing, I have not seen any of the previous Rocky films, and I do not plan to start now. But that is not the main reason. I refuse to go see a film where the big question is, "Will he beat up that evil Russian boxer?"

Why was Rocky's opponent made to be a Russian? If the real story asks "Will Rocky make up for his friend's death?" then why would the antagonist be Russian? Does this make it wrong with a German opponent, or a Mexican villain? Why did the producers even need to bring politics into the story?

Viewpoint

All these things, and more, are symptomatic of a new age, an age where we would rather think with our brains than with our hearts. Certainly the Soviet Union is an adversary, but must we settle our differences with boxing gloves, or even worse, nuclear weapons? Why can't we settle our differences by using our brains and talking?

It scares me when I see young children playing Rambo-type games. But what scares me worse is when parents are control encouraging such behavior. It appears as if we are teaching our children that the only way to solve our problems is by fighting, then why were we endowed by our Creator with a brain which could think and reason? By fighting, are we not wasting our greatest gift of all?

I can understand the popularity of movies such as "Rambo" and "Rocky IV." There is a certain thrill about seeing or hero overcome his odds and win. But when, as the case was in Rocky II, it fails to work when Sonny Crockett goes after the bad guys on "Miami Vice." But we must keep these things in perspective. As we enter the Christmas season, let us remember that Jesus wants us to be one of peace, not war. Let us not forget that the best way to solve our problems is by using our heads and not our muscles.

William Wilson is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Letters and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

P.O. Box Q

Students address points made in class lecture

Dear Editor,

We would like to address several points made by James E. Mulder during his lecture to the "Nuclear Dilemma" class on Dec. 4. Mulder claimed that the alleged U.S. "arms race" could be curtailed without negotiations: "All President Reagan has to do is sign a piece of paper saying we're going to halt nuclear explosions." Interesting reasoning?

There is no evidence whatsoever that Soviet nuclear proliferation has slowed since the alleged halt of nuclear testing last August. Even if such a pause in testing has occurred, the limited time span of such inactivity will have no effect upon continued future proliferation. Indeed, there is no factual basis supporting the claim that levels of nuclear testing would decrease as a result of such pauses. The only effects of such testing halts would be increases in previously-tested systems and untenable systems.

Additionally, during his presentation, Mulder consistently emphasized the magnitude of the current U.S. arms build-up as reflected by the large number of U.S. nuclear weapons. Mulder failed to point out that in 1967 the United States possessed approximately 32,000 nuclear weapons, compared to approximately 26,000 in 1970. Furthermore, whereas in 1962 the total destructive potential of U.S. nuclear forces was approximately 8,000 megatons, in 1982 the figure was approximately 4,100 megatons. Currently, the United States possesses enormous destructive capability. However, one question which Mulder chose to ignore in the term "arms race" actually represents reality.

Mulder also stated "There's a military-industrial complex involved, a system of money of all these weapons and it's going to go on and on." The cardiologist fails to realize that the United States has consistently spent only approximately 10 percent of its defense budget on nuclear weapons. Additionally, the "military-industrial" complex mentioned by Mulder would be "making" far more on non-nuclear expenditures. However, Mulder, as he has others, finds it quite fashionable to emote national anxiety over the United States nuclear policy, failure to note that it is this policy that has maintained a state of peace, however unstable, with the Soviet Union for forty years.

Steve Sprigg, Dennis Hu ..., Mike Testore Students, "Nuclear Dilemma" class
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Sports Briefs

Dave Pouliot, former Notre Dame hockey star now with the Philadelphia Flyers, recently signed a new multiyear contract with the NHL club. - The Observer

The ND Rowing Club team picture for this year's Christmas card will be taken at 6:30 on the Administration Building. All novice and varsity rowers should attend. For more information, call Patricia Worth at 283-9000. - The Observer

Men's crew members should report for practice today and Thursday at 5 p.m. in the boathouse. All rowers are welcome. For more information call Chris Nye at 236-4400. - The Observer

A WWF sports festival will take place tonight at 10 p.m. and again on Saturday night on "Sport Special," KMVY, AM-640. Join host Chuck Freely as he offers valuable prizes to callers at 239-6440. There, at 10, Frank Mason and Buddy Brand host "College Football Today's Bowl Preview." - The Observer

Women's basketball fans who wish to play an active and visible role in the 1985-86 season should call Kevin at 239-7250 to be a part of a progressive support group for the team. - The Observer

Observe Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Wednesday. Contact the Observer Office. The second floor of Laboratory. Briefs should be submitted on the forms available at the office, and each brief must include the phone number of the person submitting it. - The Observer

Tar Heels remain in AP top spot, while Irish fall from 10th to 17th

North Carolina, which has broken the 100-point mark three times this season, remained atop the Associated Press Top Twenty as the Tar Heels received 47 of the 65 first-place votes cast by a nationwide panel of writers and broadcasters.

The Tar Heels, 6-0, who received 1,281 points, won their only game last week, a 141-71 pounding of Rutgers. Earlier in the season, North Carolina toppled the one-point mark against UCLA and Iowa.

Michigan, Duke and Syracuse held the second through fourth spots respectively, while Georgetown, sixth last week, moved into a tie for fifth with Georgia Tech, which held the slot alone last week.

Michigan, 6-0, received 13 first-place votes and 1,231 points, while Duke had four first-place votes and 1,162 points, and Syracuse had 1,100 points.

George-town, 4-0, received the remaining first-place vote and 956 points as Georgia Tech, 4-1.

The seventh through ninth places remained the same from last week as Kansas, 6-1, Oklahoma, 6-0, and Kentucky, 5-0, respectively.

Associated Press

University of Notre Dame, John's, St. John's, Loyola (Ill), Arizona, Alabama-Birmingham and Iowa, while Houston and Indiana were tied for 10th.

Iowa, which lost to Arizona State 66-62 the previous round of the Amana-Hawkeye Classic before rebouncing with an 84-67 victory over Lehigh in the consolation game, and Auburn, which best West Virginia and Kentucky in a two-game week before falling to Western Kentucky, 72-66, dropped five spots to fall from the Top Twenty.

DePaul, 5-0, and Ohio State, 5-0, are the newcomers to the poll.

Indiana, 18th this week, handed Notre Dame, then ranked 15th, its first loss of the year, 82-67, but fell to Kentucky 65-56 without the services of injured guard Steve Alford, who was suspended for one game for displaying his photograph to be used in a notoriety calendar that was being sold to raise money for the Faber Foundation.

The Observer/Notre Dame office, located on the third floor of Laboratory Student Center accepts classified advertising from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer same day office, located on the third floor of Haggerty College center, is open Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and Friday, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Green returns interception for TD to give Rams upset win over 49ers

San Francisco - Cornerback Gary Gaitor intercepted an interception 41 yards for a touchdown with 3:14 remaining Monday night to give Los Angeles a 27-20 upset victory over the San Francisco 49ers and assure the Rams of at least a wild-card berth in the National Football League playoff.

The Rams, 10-4, moved two games ahead of the 49ers in the National Football Conference West race. San Francisco's defending Super Bowl champions fell to 8-6 and probably will need victories in their last two regular-season games to have any opportunity to reach the playoffs.

The Rams were behind three times against the 49ers before trying to score 20-20 with 5:08 left in the final quarter. Dieter Brock threw a 39-yard touchdown pass to Henry Ellard, who grabbed the ball after it popped out of the defender Dwight Hicks' hands. Mike Lankford's conversion tied it.

The 49ers started from their 23-yard line after the Ellard touchdown and got one first down at the 28, but Brock popped away and into Green's grasp.

San Francisco's final possession ended when defensive end Gary Eter forced a fumble, which he recovered, on a sack of Montana. Jerry Rice, in his first official receiver, set a team record with 241 yards on 10 receptions. He caught a 66-yard touchdown pass early in the third period and tied Montana in the fourth quarter. Montana's 7-yard touchdown pass to Rice was his 91st of the second quarter accounted for the first points of the game. The Rams then threw a short 2-foot field goal from Lankford in the second period and tied it at 5 in the third.

Ron Brown sent the Rams ahead for the first time by opening the second half with an 86-yard kickoff return. It was the third such scoring run of the season for the NFL's leading kickoff returner.

Not to be lost in all this is the 12-point, five-rebound performance of Kempino. The Irish center doubled his combined scoring output of the first four games of the season, and looked especially strong in the second half. "Kempino played well out of the box for us," added Phelps. "He hit the baseline jumper and I think he's playing as well as he ever has here." He finished the game with 12 points and six rebounds.

Sometimes you get so concerned with guarding Rivers, that you forget about some of the other people," said Oregon coach Don Munson, the recipient of two technical fouls in the second half. "One of those people was Price. We did not get to Price like they did in some areas.

Oregon did manage to force a 1-7 lead at one point in the first half. Anthony Taylor, the Ducks leading scorer, hit a game with 19 points, threw down a vicious slam dunk with 11:10 remaining before intermission to put Oregon up by one, its largest lead of the contest. An otherwise strong showing by Oregon, Kumar Sprague added 14 points for the Ducks in a season-high 71-70 shooting, while red-head guard Rick O'Bryan added 10 points to his own in the losing effort.

Price would come back to run a 1-5 flat jumper off an inbound pass only 1:04 after Taylor's dunk, and score a basket and foul at 17. Taylor would counter with a 1-00 of his own to regain the lead for Oregon 71-69. Rivers, the league's top jumper with an assist to Hicks, put the Irish ahead 71-70.

Notre Dame, 6-1, let Oregon get within 29-27 at halftime, but put together a 12-2 run six minutes into the third quarter and was never threatened with its 72-64 victory.

"I had the first one coming, I didn't really expect to go if we were getting bumped and they were getting bumped, that it should be called at both ends of the floor.," said the second technical, I didn't receive a personal foul until the fourth. Monson was called on the fifth.

One of the two big benches fouls was a stalemate.

"The last stop for the Irish before Christmas was a triangular meet with Valparaiso and Drake in Valparaiso, Indiana. Notre Dame has an 0-10 series record with Drake, but could identify the best performances in Las Vegas. Drake's dominance could be

Price continued from page 12
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to be retained after posting a 5-7-1
mark in 94.

Kelly, 56, a native of Rockford, Ill., graduated from Notre Dame in 1965 after his playing career was cut short
by an injury. He spent two years coaching at St. Joseph's High School in South Bend, before moving to Marquette in 1957. In 1963 he joined Bob Devaney's staff at Nebraska where he coached for
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State, who eventually won the tournament, was present along with

McCam's satisfaction with the weekend's results was quite evident.

"When I got there and saw the 43 other teams, the over 600 entries,

the quality people all over the place, I did a small double take," said

McCann had to hold his breath until

sixth, 0-10 finish was very good. I'm really happy with the

We finished ahead of some excellent

teams. Illinois State, Oregon,

BYU, and Idaho all placed behind us.

The fact that we had no seeded

were pretty much at the
draw's mercy just makes what we
did that much better."

The Irish had some superb

individual performances which
gar"med the points responsible for

the team's historic finish.

Freshman 134 pounder Jerry

Duro had another outstanding game

and tournament. Duro followed his
career-high with a fourth-place

finish in Las Vegas. Duro was eliminated by Western State's Lee

Bailey. The eventual winner and a
time All-American, Bailey's toughest match came in the 5-3 decision
over Duro.

In the heavy classes, senior cap-

tain John Krug and freshman Chris

Geneser also placed. Krug was

seventh at 177 lbs. and Geneser

finished sixth at 167 lbs.

Other good showings came from

superior lightweight football player Mark Antonetti. The Irish((ND-1/4) finished at 126 lbs. and junior Dave Helmer at 190 lbs.

Both won two matches in their

classes.
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Belles lose to NAIA ranked squad, lose both games in Goshen tourney

By JILL SARBENOFF
Sports Writer

Over the weekend, the Saint Mary's basketball team participated in a tournament at Goshen College. On Friday night, the Belles were defeated by Defiance College, a NAIA nationally ranked team, 66-48. Saint Mary's also lost in the consolation game on Saturday to Goshen, 93-61. Defiance, meanwhile, went on to play Franklin College in the championship game.

In Friday's game, Defiance took an early 11-2 lead. The Belles fought back, however, and tightened up the margin to 25-22 Defiance lead. At the end of the first half, the score was 32-24 in favor of Defiance. In the second half, Defiance took charge.

The top scorer for the Belles in this first game was senior forward Beth Kercel with 14 points. Tammy Radke contributed with 12 points. Kreber also had eight rebounds. Defensively, the Belles were led by Stephanie Droke and Kira Pastorilla, both of whom had four steals.

Considering Defiance was 5-0 and was nationally ranked coming into the tournament, the Belles ran up against stiff competition including their opponents tough man-to-man defense.

"We played pretty well. We were down at half by eight and pulled within six in the second period. From then on, Defiance's superior size and skill took over," stated Coach Marvin Wood.

In Saturday's 93-61 loss to Goshen, the score was close to the first for the first 10 minutes. Goshen having a 21-15 edge over Saint Mary's. Goshen dominated the rest of the half and proceeded to make 9 of its next 10 shots. Goshen went into halftime leading 49-30.

"Two of the major factors that contributed to Goshen's success were their control of the boards and 60 percent shooting from the field. Although Dillman believes the loss would weaken her team's claim for a tournament bid, she stated her hopes that her team would rebound and settle the matter through the remainder of the schedule.

"Even the NCAA doesn't close your door in December," said Dillman. "The real dog fight is really just beginning, and we can be a really good team if we dig deep every game."
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Red-hot Price scores 20, leads Irish to 72-63 win over Oregon at ACC

BY JEFF BLUMB
Assistant Sports Editor

Joseph Price was hot. He knew it. His teammates knew it. And the 11,345 fans at the ACC last night knew it.

The end result of all this knowledge was a 72-63 win by the Notre Dame basketball team over the University of Oregon. As Price's teammates continued to feed him the ball, he kept firing away from the outside. In 29 minutes of action, he established a new ACC record for points scored in a single game, finishing with 20 points to his credit.

"I really felt confident," said Price, who also pulled down seven rebounds. "I had a good flow going and my teammates were getting the ball in to me. I was also getting a lot of good pick-and-rolls from my big men inside."

Kelly, Yonto named to Holtz staff; Fazio comes to town for interview

BY LARRY BURKE
Assistant Sports Editor

George Kelly and Joe Yonto, both longtime members of the Notre Dame football staff, will join former Minnesota recruiting coordinator Vinny Cerrato as members of Lou Holtz's coaching staff in 1986, it was announced yesterday.

Former Pittsburg head coach Foge Fazio was at the ACC yesterday to interview for a spot on the coaching staff. Fazio was fired by the Panthers two weeks ago.

No specific areas of responsibility were released yesterday, but all three coaches have been assured of on-field assignments on Holtz's staff. Kelly and Yonto figure to handle defensive duties, while Cerrato will orchestrate the Irish recruiting efforts in addition to helping coach the offensive skill positions.

Kelly has been Notre Dame's linebackers coach the last 17 seasons, serving the last six seasons as Arms Panaghian and through the entire tenure of Dan Devine and Jerry Eustice.

Yonto first came to Notre Dame as a member of Panaghian's staff in 1964 and coached the defensive line through the Panaghian and Devine years. His last four years under Devine also included responsibilities as defensive coordinator. Overall, the past five seasons under Fazio, Yonto has served as special assistant to Athletic Director Gene Corrigan while handling administrative assignments for football.

"George Kelly and Joe Yonto are both Notre Dame graduates, and they know the University, its system and its people," said Holtz. "They're both been here some time. They're both been around on the football field and they'll give us some continuity as we begin to put things together."

Cerrato, a native of Blasting, N.Y., is a 1961 Notre Dame graduate. He took over Fazio's recruiting coordinator position in late August following two seasons as a graduate assistant coach on the Golden Gophers staff. He also spent one year as a graduate assistant at Iowa State and was released in 1982 after receiving his undergraduate degree in physical education from that school.

Fazio, a 1960 graduate of Pittsburgh, coached there for four years, producing a record of 25-18-3. His 95 Panther wins 5-5-1, not nearly enough record for him to break the ACC record of 13.

Freshman guard Mark Stevenson (24), quickly establishing his role, drives upcourt in action against Loyola Saturday. Last night the Irish utilized their best shooting lead by Joseph Price to halt Oregon comeback. 72-63

ND wrestlers take 13th at tough Vegas Invitational

BY ED JORDANIC
Sports Editor

Taking a relatively inexperienced team to Las Vegas for a national tournament would have seemed like a risky gamble. Competing against the best wrestling programs in the country with five freshmen would have seemed like having two kings at the blackjack table and asking for another card.

Irish wrestling coach Fran McCann knew what he was doing. Playing on the odds that an excellent field could only contribute to the continuing education of his mat pupils, and getting on the long-range benefits of the Las Vegas Invitational towards national honors, McCann won his wager and received an added bonus with a 5-1 place finish overall this past weekend.

The 44 team event included every serious challenge (except Iowa) for the national championship Iowa saw VEGAS, page 9

Notre Dame women go cold, lose to ninth-ranked Tennessee, 71-63

BY MARTY BURNS
Assistant Sports Editor

The Notre Dame women's basketball team made Tennessee swear for a while yesterday afternoon at the ACC. But an unexpected Frost and an untimely cold spell by the Irish offense melted away any upset hopes for the home team and led the Lady Volunteers to a 71-63 victory.

The Frost which hit the Irish was 6-4 Tennessee center Jody Summitt. The freshman burned the nets by scoring 17 points and grabbing 17 rebounds to pace the Volunteer attack. She was particularly damaging in the first half when her 13 points and 9 rebounds served to offset an extremely well-played half by the Irish.

It was the cold spell in the first half that put the Irish in a hole, although the Volunteer bench was not surprised. The Irish had been cool in the opening half of past games, but they've always been able to warm up in the second half.

"We came out and led down a little bit in the second half," said Notre Dame coach Mary Devane. "Tennessee saw her team's record fall to 2-2 on the season. "There's truth to the old adage that you can tell how a game will turn out by watching the first four minutes of the second half. It happened today. We were able to scrap back a little bit, but we just couldn't get out of the hole."

Tennessee head coach Pat Summitt, who also guided the 1984 U.S. women's Olympic team to a gold medal last summer, agreed with Devane's assessment and heaped praise on Frost for her efforts.

"If we had two or three of those three minutes of the second half," she said. "We asked our players to come out and extend the defense and work the offense. They played excellently and made some good decisions which made the differences."

"(And Frost) is going to be a great player," continued Summitt. "She kept putting the ball in for us and worked the boards for us."

Devane and Summitt each kept their starters in for the entire game. The Irish bench was limited to 47 points.

"We had a good week at the ACC," noted Devane. "Our team is changing, and they're doing a good job of making the adjustments."

"As a team we played much better," said Devane. "It was an extremely positive game."